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Held 5  March 2020 12 Noon, Rydges Hotel, 9 Glenelg St, South Brisbane QLD 4101th

The importance and vital role an ERP system can have on a business was discussed and how, if implemented
correctly, they have the capacity to skyrocket business performance into areas previously unknown. I gave the
example of one business I have consulted with that had achieved ten times multiple in revenues with little increase in
sta� head count, purely on the back of improved business processes and use of technology.

I spoke about how when choosing an ERP system most executives begin the
journey at the wrong starting point. Many simply reach out to the market
and start conversations with software sales people rather than examining
why they are doing this or looking at what they actually need. This is a key
reason why the ERP industry has an 85% failure rate. Something I am on a
mission to change.

I spoke about the “Three W’s of ERP” which are critical components of
starting an ERP journey. There are three fundamental questions executives
should be asking themselves and their business before they take any steps
on an ERP journey. Those three questions are:

1.  are we doing this? What real issues are we trying to solve here? More importantly are we trying to solve
today’s issues or support tomorrow’s organisation?
Why

2.  is it we really NEED? Most executives look to solve today’s issues and therefore restrict their functional
wants to functions that will solve those problems. Rather a focus on strategic direction and what functions are
required to support and enhance tomorrow’s capability is more important.

What

3.  are we as an organisation? Are we an accountable �rm? What is our political environment like? Will our
culture enhance or hinder an implementation?
Who

These three questions should open up signi�cant discussion within a business. It is my experience that most levels
across an organisations are not on the same page when it comes to the answers here. If this doesn’t open up that
discussion, then there is a �rst warning signal that perhaps you should not be undertaking this project.

We spoke about mindsets and how most individuals come to any situation with a predetermined mindset, not by
malaise but by default. To illustrate the point, I asked the group to name the reasoning behind this string of numbers.
Now using the honour system, give this some thought before you read the answer.

8 5 4 9 1 7 6 3 2 0

I asked the group to explain the thought process they used to identify the answer and everyone – both men and
women – indicated they had used some maths formula or pattern recognition technique to help them. The correct
answer is of course, they are in alphabetical order. What this shows is we default to a way of thinking when
presented with a problem when in fact the correct answer lies in a di�erent way of thinking. So it is with ERP. We have
a regular pattern and a failure rate of 85% so why on earth do we continue to follow what has been done in the past?
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One of the key di�erences in approach I want to suggest is that we revisit corporate strategy before we consider ERP.
I then went on to discuss what is strategy, because many di�erent organisations get confused as one often hears
about companies holding strategic planning sessions. Without trying to make a distinction without a di�erence, I
�rmly believe there is a signi�cant di�erence between strategy and planning.

Firstly, let’s de�ne what a strategy is. “
.” This de�nition is important because when running strategy sessions, I am constantly

surprise by how little consistency there is on what strategy is and what is to be achieved from a strategy session.
Strategy is all about what tomorrow’s organisation will be like.

Strategy is the framework in which decisions are made that establish the nature
and direction of the business

Strategy is top down. It is about designing the company of tomorrow. What does it look like, feel like and smell like at
the end of your strategic window? (Often between 2 and 5 years in duration.)
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When running strategy setting sessions my experience has been that it is important to di�erentiate between
strategy and tactics. Too many good ideas and potential strategies get shot down by the detail or tactics. An idea is
said not to work because of … insert reason du jour. Because strategy is top down, when you land on the right future
direction for the company, then tactics should not prevent it being the strategy. Strategy is the “WHAT” and tactics is
the “HOW”. I portray this in the bottom of the diagram above where the strategy design thinking has to stay above the
“No Fly Zone ” to avoid being shot down by tactics. Of course planning is important, however not in the strategy
development. It is an implementation task not a development task.

[1]

Developing your strategy is a process. There is no one ideal moment and the process can be managed. This is often
best facilitated by someone external to the organisation, particularly when this is being done as a precursor e�ort to
selecting an ERP system. As outlined in the diagram above, the initial fundamental matters to fully understand are
your corporate values and beliefs. Values and beliefs are inputs to your company culture, that is, those values and
beliefs that drive behaviours in the business. These will help you determine what the mission is for the business.

After developing and progressing through various versions of transition strategies, you eventually test and validate
the one you settle on, �nalise it and communicate it throughout today’s organisation with the view it will change
behaviours to develop tomorrow’s organisation. It is through this process that you identify and leverage the driving
force for your business. It is during those discussions around what the business will look like, feel like and smell like
in 2 to 3 years’ time that everyone brings up all the critical issues why the strategy cannot be achieved. When I
facilitate these strategy sessions, I park those on a critical issue list. As I mentioned before, they should not be the
reason a great strategy fails to develop. Strategy is the What. Critical issues are tactics, the How.

Implementation of strategy is of course where this process regularly breaks down and where I often help
organisations the most.

As I just mentioned, the strategy you settle on will be signi�cantly in�uenced by the nine strategic driving forces .
Many people have not heard of these driving forces. We then discussed each of them individually.

[2]

1. Adopted from the work of Dr Alan Weiss
2. Based on and adopted from the work of Tregoe & Zimmerman
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A key point to understand about strategic driving forces is this: . It may
display features of others but when it comes to decisions, there is only one driving force and it is it important to
identify it correctly.

Your business only has one driving force
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This is important to those considering ERP projects in particular because a key mistake by many is to choose a
product that solves today’s problems. When what is really needed is a full understanding of what the business will be
like in two to �ve years’ time and select a product that will provide or enhance those capabilities and competitive
advantages then – not now. The actual functional requirements behind a size growth driven company is di�erent to
those required by a market driven company.

Likewise, the di�erence between a discrete and a process driven manufacturer is signi�cant. If you are a
manufacturer that has a size growth driving force, for example, it would be possible for you to utilise both
manufacturing methodologies if you were to either move into or acquire a business in another market. However, it is
rare for software to be strong in both areas; they tend to have a strength in one over the other. And so by deciding to
make that acquisition which �ts perfectly with your strategy you end up with a nightmare if the ERP systems do not
align.

This is one key reason why strategy development is important before you look for an ERP system. However, most
executives do not do this; they simply charge out and start talking to software vendors without truly understanding
what it is they want or more importantly need.

There is one last principle of strategy that everyone needs to be aware of to ensure one leverages their strategy to its
fullest capacity. That is the concept of your strategic pro�le. The world is constantly changing. Heraclitus, a Greek
philosopher, has been quoted as saying “ .”change is the only constant in life

And so it is with strategy. The world around us changes and it is important for us to understand our place in that
and the concept of our strategic pro�le helps us determine that.

At its heart a company can be in one of four positions in a market. I have only displayed three of them here. Those
positions are: you are competitive, distinct or have a breakthrough position. The position I have not shown here is
uncompetitive. Clearly if you are in an uncompetitive position, then serious changes need to be made.

You can be in di�erent positions for the products you produce, the service you provide either around those products
or not or in your relationships with others within your company’s circle of in�uence. This includes customers,
suppliers and internally with sta�.

This concept is depicted in the diagram below.

The key steps to e�ectively use the strategic pro�le are these:

 Plot where you are today in each of the categories and then give some thought to where you want to be at the
end of your strategic horizon.
 Understand that the very nature of business means there is a gravity that pulls you from left to right. Even if
you are standing still, you are being pulled to the right.

This concept of a gravity pulling you left to right is best explained with an example using Apple’s original iPhone. If
Apple were to release the original iPhone today it would not be a breakthrough product as it was when it was �rst
released. It would at best be considered as a competitive product.
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What this shows is the only antidote to this gravity is innovation. Whether that be on the product, service or
relationship front. It is important to note here that it is NOT a necessity to be breakthrough on every front. In fact, a
company does not need to be breakthrough on any front if they don’t wish. You need to be where is best for you.

The relevance to ERP here is once again about how the system chosen supports and enhances your positioning.
Hence in order to choose the right ERP product for your strategy, your strategic pro�le and for future requirements it
is necessary to have these clear in your mind BEFORE you go to market and to use them in your considerations and
deliberations when selecting your new ERP system. Too many organisations simply use the refrain of solving today’s
problems as the basis for selection. This is, in my view, a key reason why 85% of ERP projects fail. We want your
project in the 15%.

I often tell the analogy that speaking to ERP software vendors without preparation is like sending your fourteen-year-
old daughter with a blank cheque down to a used car yard with instructions to buy a car and wait until you see what
she comes back with. With all due respect to those good people in the software industry, it really is full of sharks all
wanting to feed on the juicy commissions payable on a sale. They will certainly not be looking out for your best
interests.

 
There is a lot of work to do before you go to market if you want to be in the 15% of projects that succeed. I have
developed an ERP Success Plan that has a number of di�erent components including:

 “ ” DevelopmentSound Strategy
 “ ” ERP SelectionSure Select
 “ ” ImplementationERP Success Formula
 “ ” Project Health CheckERP Success Formula

If any of this resonates with you, reach out to me for a con�dential conversation on how I may be able to be of
assistance to you.
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